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Abstract

Two different proofs of the following inequality are given:

where if is a Hermitiaa matrix, the {x;, i = 1,2,..., k] are any k orthononnal
vectors and the c, are the eigenvalues of H, ordered according to increasing
values.
This result is a generalization of the well-known fact, that ground state of a
Hamiltonian is given by its lowest eigenvalue, t\. It cau also be regarded as
a generalization, for Hermitian operators, of the invariance of the trace under
unitary transformation.
A few consequences of the above result are also derived.
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1 Introduction

It is well-known [1] that the ground state of a Hamiltouian, is gives by its lowest eigenvalue
<i, since

<x,lfx)>ci, (1)

for every normalized vector x. In the theory of oscillations, ct corresponds to the funda-
mental frequency.

The above inequality (1) is widely used in many problems, where it is difficult to cul-
culate the exact ground state, such as in 3-body problems. For such cases, a trial wave
function iff with adjustable parameters is used, and the expectation value (^,ifV)/(V'»^)
is minimized. Such minima give an upper limit on the true ground-state energy.

It is also well-known that the Trace of a finite matrix is invariant under general sim-
ilarity transformations. The trace also exists, by definition, for a class of operators on
separable Hilbert space ( a space which has a countable orthonormal basis ), which are
simply called IVoce class operators [2]. These operators have many interesting properties,
such as being compact, which for self-adjoint operators implies that the eigenvectors form
a complete orthonormal basis (Hübert-Schmidt theorem [2]). Also the trace of these op-
erators is invariant under any unitary transformations ( see Theorem VI.18 in [2]).

In particular, for finite Hennitian matrices (and self-adjoint compact operators), which
can always be diagonalzed by unitary operators, the trace invariance gives,

Tr(H) = £jfc := Xfc.fTx,) = | > , (2)

where íj are the eigenvalues of H, and {Xj, i — 1,2,..., JV.} is any orthonormal basis.
I shall assume in the following that N, the number of states, may be infinite, since most
results for finite matrices often remain valid for operators in seperable Hilbert space, when
the relevant quantities are well-defined and finite. In particular, most of the results of this
paper remin valid, as we shall argue later, for Trace-class operators.

The purpose of the present article is to generalize the above two results,to partial
traces, as follows:

£ X ; , far k = 1,2,..,N. (3)
•si tsl tsl

where in the above inequality, and throughout this article, the eigenvalues are assumed to
be ordered according to increasing values, where every ti is repeated as its multiplicity:

«i < «a < .... < «i < «i+i < «Jsr- (4)

Note that this ordering is the opposite of what is common in many mathematic textbooks
[lj; I chose the above ordering, since in quantum physics one is usually interested in the
ground state and the first few low lying energy levels. The ordering (4) implies, that we



shall be **»*''"fl implieitely with Hermitian operator! that are bounded from below. For
operators, that are bounded from above, one can simply use —H f"»*»»̂  of H.

The above partial-trace inequalitie (PTI) has a great advantage over the trace equality
(2) , since all partial traces always exist for any finite k, even if the trace may not exist
for infinite H. Actually, the trace 'fanf not exist for many f«"ili»r H»miltr\fî p»̂  such as
for the harmonic oscillator, the linear potential or the infinite square well problems [3].

In sect. 2 the above partial-trace inequalities (3) are proved algebraically in theorem 1.
Then the more general inequalities (15) and (16) are proved in theorem 2, which is
essentially a corroUary of theorem 1. In sect.3 theorem 2P, which is the local version of
theorem 2, is proved using variatinnal arguments and perturbation theory. In sect. 4 two
corrollaries of theorem 2 are proved, and a lemma on the inequalities (37) for level splitting
is stated without proof. The later inequalities show that the average level spacing expands
upon fHagfuifrHzst KMI Finally, »»"^ conclusions are given in sect. 5.

2 The Algebraic Proof

Theorem 1: Let H be a NxN Hcrmitian operator (N may also be infinite), and let its
eigenvalues be arderei viih increasing value: t% < .. < e+ < e^i- Let x,-, i = !,...,£ be an
arbitrary set of k orthonormal vectors. Then lhe sum of the expectation values of these
vectors is larger or equal to the sum of the lowest k eigenvalues:

Proof: Let v, be the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues Cj. We expand %i in
terms of the first k eigenvectors and a rest:

« í - E ^ i V i + CiXi, (6)

where y< are normalized vectors, orthogonal to Vj, ; =; 1,2, ...L The constant c, can
always be chosen real, for simplicity, by absorbing the phase in the definition of y». It
follows iflunediatelv, that

We also define

By summing eqs.(7) over i, and eqs.(8) over j , both from 1 to k, we get

iml }*l ijml

Applying the operator H to x< in (6), gives



= £<,l Vu |2 +1 a iVi.ffy.) (10)

We note that
(11)

since each y* is a linear oombination of v,-, íai j > k.

Therefore, summing eq.(10) over i, and noting (8) and (9) , we get

Í P (13)

This result can be easily generalized, as follows:

Theorem 2: (a) For any monoionicaUy decnating real positive sequence {f%\, vie have

iml tsl

(b) For every monotonicaUy increasing sequence {g%}, the opposite relation holds:

£ftütf<£ftCi , forgi<Qt andanyfinitel<k<N (16)
i*l «si

fc^ If S is a trace class operator, ie. if tr(H) is finite, then the above inequalities hold
even vhen we drop the restrictions, fx > 0 and jf, < 0, provided that the above sums exist

The above results certainly hold for "finite N. They are also true, if the trace of H and
the above sums are finite. But there might be troubles if some of these conditions are not
met. Notice that even if the tr(H) does'nt exist, the sums in (15) may still converge for
k -* oo, if the sequence /i falls rapidly enough. For example, for the harmonic oscillator,
the above sums exist in the limit A -»oo, if /j ~ i~3.

Proof: Instead of proving the above corrolary, I shall prove the following lemma, which
is slightly more general and from which the above corroUarly follows immediately.

Lemma 1: (a) Let {«<} and {hi) be any two sequence of real numbers, such that

X > > 5 > , forçverjLk^lJ N. (17)
•si iml



IV.

/or every monotonicoi/y <fecrrojin$ sequence of nonnegative real numbers, with fi > O.
(b) If, in addition, me assume that the following sums exist and ore equal

N N

the inequality

EM.>EM (20)
•=1 •=!

holds for every monotonicaUy decreasing sequence fi, where now the fi may also be negative,
but the summation has to be taken up to i = N !
(c) The opposite inequalities hold for monotonically increasing sequence g,, namely

for nonpositive g,, and

Eftfc < Eif.e,. (22)

for arbitrary g,.

Proof: (a) The inequality (18) is equal to the sum of the following inequalities, which
hold since /* > 0 !! (by assumption) and since (fj-i — />) > 0 (monotony ):

ft{hk -r J»i-i + hk-3 +. . . + h3 + hi) > /*(«* +et-i + e4_3+ ... +ea + et)
(/k-i - A)(A*-j + At-a +.» + h2 + ht) > (A-i-/i)(e*-» + ek-a + - + e2 + ei)

(/*-a - fk-i)(hk-2 + ». + h3 + hi) > {fk-2 - /*-i)(ek-3 +... + e2 + e,)

(b) If the summation is extended up to k=N, then we can replace the top inequality by
an equality, which would then be true for any siga of /*, because of the equality of the
sums (19).
(c) The relations (21) and (22) follow at once, by using g, = —fi in the previous inequal-
ities. 6

3 Proof by Variation and Perturbation

In this section I shall prove the partial-trac* conditions (PTC) (15) and (16) in pertur-
bation theory under more restrictive conditions than in theorem 2. For example, I shall
assume that the diagonal elements h, are not degenerate. I shall also assume that the



off-diagonal dements of H axe small enough, that there will be no level crossing upon
diagonalization, i.e. every eigenvalue ti differs so little from the correspoading diagonal
elements h,, that the i, and the h, obey the same ordering. Thus the perturbation proof
is essentially the local version of the algebraic proof.
All the above restrictions are unnecessary in the algebraic proof. With some effort one
might be able to overcome these restrictions of the perturbation proof, and show that if the
particular combinations of eigenvalues that we are considering correspond to local minima
(or maxima), then they must also be global minima or maxima. But I shall not make the
effort here, since the algebraic proof is simple and complete. Nevertheless, I am including
the following perturbation proof, mainly because the proof is interesting instructive, and
in some respects more straightforward than the algebraic proof. As a matter of fact, that's
how I proved the results (24) and (25) for the first time.

Theorem 2P: Let H be a NxN Sermitian matriz (N may also be infinite), with non-
degenerate diagonal elements. We can assume, without loss of generality, that the hi are
ordered according to increasing values:

Hn < .... < Hu < #.+i.t+i < «•- < HNN- (23)

We also assume that the off-diagonal elements of E are small enough, so that the eigenval-
ues t, have the «ame ordering as the corresponding hi : Then for any monotoaic sequence
of real numbers fx, f3, . . . , /* , the following inequalities hold:

N N
iii if the fc decrease monotonically, (24)

N N
£ / •«« ^ ]£/••#»» if the fi increase monotonically. (25)

The equality holds, iff all fi are equal to each other. For infinite N, the above inequalities
are of course only meaningful, when the above sums are finite.

Proof : Using variation, one can show that every eigenvalue is an extremum of the fol-
lowing Rayleigh quotient (x, i fx ) / (x ,x) , where x is any nonzero vector. Therefore, every
combination of eigenvalues must also be an extremum. To show that these extrema corre-
spond to mínima or maxima, we apply perturbation theory for the off-diagonal elements
only (!!). Hence, the linear terms vanish automatically, and the second-order expansion
terms (see, e.g., Schiff [3]) give

JHill (26)
where we define An := 0 and

*r-=(u
Hiit v tor if 3- (27)

Since H is Hermitian, the A,} form an antisymmetric matrix A, whose above-the-diagonal
elements are all nonpositive,

Aii < 0, for 1 < i < j . (28)



Therefore,

The rest of the proof follows immediately from the following simple lemma.

Lemma 2: Let A be an antisymmetric matrix, whose elements satisfy the inequalites
(Z8) . Then for any monotonic sequence of real numbers, fx,fi,....,fn, the following sum
(if it exist») satisfies the inequalities:

N Í < 0 if the fi decrease monotonically with i

E f'A'i \ (30)
<j=i 1 ^ 0 if the fi increase monotonically with i.

The equality holds, iff all the fi are equal to etch other.

Proof :
N N U N

tji=l

where the laat equality follows, since the StJ := (/, — fj)Aij are symmetric in i and j . The
sum in (31) is nonnegative (or nonpositive), since for » < j every 5^ it nonnegative
(nonpositive), for monotonically decreasing (increasing) sequence, / , - •

4 Some Consequences of the PTI

Corrolary: 1 The following inequalities holds between * trace compliments* :

£ * < < ! > , i = l,2,...,J\r-l, (32)

where the hi need not be ordered.
Proof: The proof follows immediately by subtracting the partial-trace inequality (3) from
the trace equality (2) .

la contrast to the above result, the order of the h, is important for some of the following
results. Therefore, we shall need the following definition:

Definition : Let {*,) be a permutation of the indices {» = \,2,...,N), such that the
H,xtt, are ordered according to increased values. Then the H,t,r, will be called the ordered
dúgonal dements (ODE) of U.

Corrolary: 2 Let //, , . , , be the ODE of H. If t} + Hm^t > 0, for some 1 < j < N - 1 ,
then the following inequalities

E « . 3 £ l X , . . . *-J,J+ ! , . . . , * - 1 , (33)



hold. For the special case k = 1,

the order of the h, becomes trreJavent, and the assumption £t + H,,,., > 0, becomes unnec-
essary .

Note that the partial sums £?_, Hi and £*_, c,1 for k £ N cannot be compared !
Proof : Since the If*,... are ordered, the following series

fori<k *~L^j (35)

are monotonicaUy increasing seriea, for k > j , since Cj + #*,.*, ^ 0- Therefore, the
inequality (16) with the above g\k\ gives

(Si is*

which immediately leads to (34) , when the mixed terms are cancelled out.

However, for k=l , the aeries i,-*^* is monotonic, even if e( -f- HWltWl is negative. Hence,
the assumption ct + J^.,.», > 0 is not necessary in this case. Moreover, since in (34) the
sum is taken over *U diagonal elements HM, the ordering of the Ha becomes irrdavent.
It is interesting to note, that the above special inequality (34) can also be proved directly
and easily, as follows

| > * = Tr(H>) = £ MaHfi = E |^ | a > EHi, (36)

where the Hermiticity condition, H,i = HiJt was used .
However, one should keep in mind that (34) is not an new independent condition, but is
just a corroUary of partial-trace inequality (16) . 4

We give without proof an interesting inequalities among level spacings, which can be
proved using the PTI (3) . The proof will be given elsewhere [8] : Lemma 3: Let E
be • Eermitian matrix. Then the following conditions must hold between the differences of
its diagonal elements hi, and of its eigenvalues ê .

/orp=lor2. (37)

5 Conclusions

Two different direct proofs were given for the partial-trace inequalities (3) . I hope to write
up soon an indirect third proof, which is based on the so called "Rayleigh's Theorem" [1,4],



together with an account of my attempts to generalize this theorem.

Most of the results in the present paper should hold also far the trace-class operators,
if only the eristmce of the Trace is required to prove them. However, the main result, the
partial-trace inequalites (3) are also true for more general Hermitian operators, since only
finite subspaces are considered in proving these inequalities. This fact makes the PTI even
more valuable, because it allows us to compare partial traces far any large but finite k with
the eigenvalues, even though the trace itself may not exist, such as far the
of the harmonic ^^rilht^tr Clearly, any consequences of these »«*«|"»lt*i*f which do not
require the finitenrss of the trace remain valid far these general operators. I shall therefore
not give any details here.

The partial-trace inequalities (15) and (16) together with the levd-spacings conditions
(37) are basic properties of Hermitian matrices. These matrices are of f**n̂ f fnrrrt tl im-
portance in mathematics **^ physics, especially in quantum mechanics. Nevertheless, one
can justifiably ask about the applications of these inequalities.

As was mentioned in the introduction, the inequality (1) is often used in complicated
problems, to obtain an upper omit far the ground-state energy. With the inequalities (3) ,
the above procedure can be extended to excited states as well: For example, if the ground
state is known, experimentally or otherwise, and one has a model or procedure top p
the first two diagonal dements, the one can obtain an upper limit on the energy «j of the
first excited state, by using «a < Hn + Hn — t\. And so on.
In general, the PTI (3) and their consequences should be useful far many problems in-
volving perturbations and diagonaüiat ions, to check results and to obtain quick estimates.
In particular, they could be useful in studying random matrices and far studying differ*
ences among energy levels, which have been investigated in recent years in f»Mip*Ttiftn with
Quantum

Finally, the PTI are closely connected to inequalities among entropies for differently
prepared quantum systems [5,7). They are also associated with inequalities between the
entropy of a system and the information obtained when a basis other than the energy
eigenstatea is considered [7]. These connection» will be analyzed elsewhere [8].
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